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Abstract

While the problem of scene recognition is not new, it
is still a challenging problem on which a lot of work can
be done to improve the recognition result. For a really
long time methods of computer vision and machine learn-
ing cannot match human performance regarding tasks like
recognition of objects and scene classification. It is espe-
cially true when it comes to movie scene recognition since
movie frames tends to have objects or person in the fore-
ground and the background is often blurred. But with the
repaid development of computational ability of PCs espe-
cially in GPU computation, and new methods like Convo-
lutional Neural Network together with large database with
labels, now it is possible to outperform human recognition
and classification.

In this master thesis, a large deep Convolutional Neural
Network is trained to classify movie scenes, general datasets
are combined with movie specific datasets as both training
dataset and validation dataset. The movie is pre-edited into
movie segments using a scene switching detection algorithm
and a subtitle analysis algorithm. The Network does not
examine only movie frames but rather sequence of selected
frames to build a stronger scene classifier.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A great number of films and TV series are published each year and the accumulating
number of totally movie and TV titles are astonishing. According to IMDB [1], one
of the largest movie and TV databases, a total number of 3.25 million titles are now
available in their service. Another fact is that the number of movies and TV shows
consumed online has shown a rapid growth in the last 4 years, monthly time spent
streaming Netflix content per subscriber worldwide has grown from 28.3 hours in
2011 to 46.6 in 2014 [2]. The problem at the core of the situation is how to make
better recommendation from the vast number of movies and TV series.

The mainstream recommendation approaches like collaborative filtering utilize
other users’ view history and rating to help improve your recommendation, thus
it recommends the popular movies more often which makes customized recommen-
dation harder. However, the information extracted from movie content itself can
be a great complement to the recommendation since it is not affected by any user
behavior. Scene recognition is especially important given that the appearance of a
particular scene type can reflect much about a movie.

Beyond the growing need for video content extraction, recent research in Com-
puter Vision especially in Deep Neural Networks and Information Retrieval makes
it possible to search for videos. Recent research in image classification using Deep
Neural Networks has shown great result both in terms of accuracy and the amount
of classes that can be recognised. ImageNet [26], the current benchmark dataset for
object classification, has over 14 million images and 21841 clssses. As for the infor-
mation retrieval side of the problem, a growing number of companies like Google
and Microsoft are trying to make the transfer from text based image retrieval to
content based image retrieval, and the key idea in this transformation will be infor-
mation extraction from image itself. No doubtedly scene information will be one of
the information extracted from both image and videos.

Currently at Vionlabs, their prototype recommendation system is a combination
of collaborative filtering and movie content like dirctor and main actors. Detailed
information regarding the movie’s environment like is the movie mostly happening
indoors or in the jungle can help improve both the user recommendation as well
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

as the searching of the website. If implemented sucessfully, a user should be able
to search for queries like “movies in ocean” or “Quentin Taratino movie in a coffee
house”. Features like this will have a great impact over how users find movies to
watch on the Vionel website.

The topic of this thesis is not restricted to only movie content analysis; the
ability to process any video and extract scene or environment information would
also in general provide better targeted advertisements to viewers.

1.1 Problem Definition

The topic of this thesis project was proposed by me to the company Vionlabs, a
company dedicated to movie content analysis. A huge problem the company is
facing is to link movies with the same or similar content together and then use
the structure to suggest movies similar to each other in a movie recommendation
system.

The mainstream approach to movie recommendation is either by manually as-
signing label to movies such as genres or by analyzing customers’ view history.
These are all effective ways but they are also too subjective, the recommendation is
made by experts or moviegoers instead of a customized recommendation based on
the content of the movie. On the contrary, Vionlabs seeks to find ways of extracting
feature descriptors from a movie using just the movie itself that better represent
the content. Movie scene information can be directly extracted from movie and it
is also a great indication of the movie content in general, so this thesis propose to
analyze movie clips and extract scene information from it as a descriptor for the
movie.

The goal is to put individual movie as input and classify each selected video
segments or rather frames into one of the pre-defined categories. Here the categories
may refer to typical indoor or outdoor scenes like mountain or livingroom, and the
goal is to make as many detailed categories as possible while maintain a rather good
accuracy of recognition. Then each of the movies can be represented by a vector of
scene label frequencies. And by having that representation, one last step is to try
to link movies with similar scene labeling together.

This thesis project will focus on scene recognition based on movie frame analysis,
thus additional movie content such as audio and soundtracks will not be the subject
of the project. Also the method used will concentrate on single frame analysis of
the movie so motion recognition will not be studied here. But scene labels from
consecutive frames will be compared just to verify and improve the result. The
project ends with a descriptor of the movie consisted of many scene labels, possibly
a movie similarity calculation is done, but the system and algorithm for movie
recommendation is not the subject of this project.
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1.2. STRUCTURE OF THE REPORT

1.2 Structure of The Report
The rest of this thesis report is organised as follows. Chapter 2 explains the research
that has been done in the field of scene recognition and some of the fundamental
concepts used by this project. Chapter 3 describes the method used in this thesis.
in Chapter 4, the detail of all the available datasets and the dataset created in
this thesis project are presented. In Chapter 5, the outcome of the conducted
experiments is presented and analysed. Finally, in Chapter 6 we discuss the results
of this project and describe what remains undone and could be implemented in a
follow-up project.
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Chapter 2

Background

This chapter explains fundamental concepts that are necessary for the reader to
understand this thesis. It also presents existing tools and solutions related to movie
scene recognition.

2.1 Movie Scene Recognition
A typical movie clip contains a stream of image frames, the sound of the movie, also
you can find corresponding subtitle for a particular movie clip. Therefore, for the
task of movie scene recognition, we are provided with much more information than
traditional image scene recognition. It is because of this, we are able to analyze
frames that belongs to the same scene and gives back a more accurate classification
result.

However on the other hand, movie scene recognition can be harder than image
scene recognition since most of the times movie shots are people specific, they tend
to have close up shots on the main character. To make matters worse, directors
likes to focus on the actor and blur out the background in order to create an artistic
feeling of a single shot. These facts make the movie scene recognition hard since
the scene information we are trying to extract all lies in the background, whenever
the character’s face takes up too much of the frame or the background is blurred
too much to be recognized, an accurate classification is hard to perform.

To sum up, in this paper we try to take full advantage of rich information given
by the movie clip while strive to avoid the drawbacks of a movie specific dataset.

2.2 Feature Extraction and Classification Methods
Feature extraction is an approach widely studied and applied to image recognition
problems, it is a better representation of an image than raw pixel value and it is feed
to machine learning algorithms to recognize a certain category of objects. Different
ways of extracting features will surely generate different recognition result, so we
will go through relative works in this field.
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CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND

2.2.1 Nearest Neighbor Clustering
In all approaches towards the problem of recognition, a large dataset of labeled
images for either training or feature extraction is crucial, in [33] they organise a
dataset of 80 million tiny images for nonparametric object and scene recognition.
The basic idea behind is that when a large number of images is available, simple
indexing algorithm can be used to retrieve images with similar scene or object
arrangements to the image being recognized. The similarity here is measured by
sum of squared differences (SSD) and this similarity is used to calculate the distance
between different images. Then a simple nearest neighbor method is used to find the
matching image for the query image and a Worldnet [22] voting scheme is applied
to recognize the object and scene.

There are two key issues this paper addresses that is worth mentioning, what
is the smallest image size for the database and how big the dataset has to be to
robustly perform recognition using simple nearest neighbor method. And through
tests and analysis of results a conclusion is reached, a dataset of 80 million images
of the size of 32 × 32 is both necessary and sufficient.

2.2.2 GIST Feature Extraction
GIST features and SIFT features are widely used in the computer vision commu-
nity so it comes natural when these two features are applied in scene recognition
approaches. The paper [23] introduces a way of building a GIST of a scene and dis-
cusses the role of global image features in scene recognition. This paper approaches
the problem by building a scene-oriented descriptor rather than a object-oriented
descriptor, global features are extracted based on configurations of spatial scales.
The method further developed a statistical summary of the spatial layout properties
named Spatial Envelope representation just for scene recognition.

The first step towards scene recognition is to learn a set of global features cor-
responding to the statistical configuration of orientation and spatial frequencies
existing in a image, and each feature is a weighted sum of the output of filters
of different scales and orientation. Then all filter outputs are resized to the same
dimension to create a multi-scale representation later we called feature map. Then
the global features are used to build the GIST of a scene. Concatenate the feature
map and then take the average within each region of the feature map, repeat this
to all the feature maps to form a GIST descriptor. Intuitively, GIST summarizes
the gradient information like scale and orientation for different parts of an image,
which in turn provides a rough description of a certain scene.

2.2.3 SIFT Feature Extraction
For a long time, intensity-based descriptor has been widely used for feature ex-
traction in salient point, but they perform poorly to trade off between illumination
invariance and discriminative power. Hence, the paper [34] evaluated the invariance
properties and the distinctiveness of color descriptor for scene recognition. In the
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paper, a number of color descriptor were evaluated ranging from simple RGB, HSV
Histogram descriptor to various SIFT features like HueSIFT and OpponentSIFT.
Then all the descriptors were put to test in the same way. First of all, all the
descriptors were extracted at scale-invariant points which is in turn obtained with
Harris-Laplace detector on intensity channel. After that, the bag-of-words model
is used in order to obtain fixed length feature vectors for every image, and vector
quantization is performed for feature extracted. Finally a codebook is constructed
by applying k-means clustering for a great number of features extracted, in this case
200,000 randomly generated features.

For the classification part of the task, a simple nearest neighbor classifier is
applied and all the different feature descriptors were put to test for various illu-
mination changes, scale variance, and image video classification. The result shows
that the SIFT and color SIFT descriptor perform much better than histogram-based
descriptor with much higher discriminative power. OpponentSIFT gives back the
best recognition result among SIFT descriptors, but other SIFT descriptors may
perform slighter better in other aspects depending on the circumstance.

2.3 Convolutional Neural Network for scene recognition
In recent years nearly all the breakthroughs in the field of image recognition were
using the Convolutional Neural Network, and with the rise of efficient GPU com-
puting, it is possible to train and deploy large network with even larger database.
So large that it can even mimic the human perception and achieve results that are
comparable to human perception. Thus logically a brief look through of the CNN
methods history is called for here.

The very idea of Convolutional Neural Network was introduced in the early 80s,
it follows the discovery of visual mechanisms in living organisms. It is a form of
feed forward artifical neural network where each individual neuron responds to an
overlapping region in the visual field before its own layer.

2.3.1 Basic CNN structure
The paper [17] is one of the earliest papers to give a detailed documentation of how
CNN works with the basic idea applied to recognition task, so it would be a good
starting point to get familiar with CNN.

The general idea behind CNN is to learn patterns from large dataset, and the
methods is Gradient-based learning or numerical learning. A function is built be-
tween the input patterns together with internal parameters which is called weights
and the output of the function which is most of the time targets. Since we have a
target for each training instance, CNN belongs to the category of supervised learn-
ing. Then a loss function is computed to represent the discrepancy or correctness
of the output pattern. The goal here would be to minimize the loss function with
respect to the internal parameters, and this can be done by estimating the impact
of small variations of the parameter values on the loss function. This is measured
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by the gradient of loss function with respect to internal parameters, so if the gra-
dient vector can be expressed analytically, then we can efficiently perform gradient
descent learning. Furthermore in a CNN network, backpropagation is used to make
weight adjustment on each iteration. Earlier research have found out that local
minima in the loss function is not a major issue, also efficient algorithm for comput-
ing non-linear gradient based learning is well developed, one last thing they found
out is that backpropagation applied in multi-layer networks with sigmoidal units
can solve complicated learning tasks. With these promises, backpropagation is the
goto choice for weight adjustment in neural networks.

There are three architectural ideas to make Convolutional Neural network per-
form great scale, shift and distortion invariance, they are local receptive field, shared
weights and temporal or spatial sub-sampling. The input for a typical CNN is a
large number of input images often size-normalized and centered, with the first
layer of local receptive field, the neurons can learn elementary visual features such
as oriented edges, end-points, corners etc. And these features in turn will combine
to form higher order features until the level of the recognition task, in their case,
written characters. A set of the outputs from a certain layer is called feature map,
and for all the units in each feature map, they share the same weights and bias.
This is crucial since they ensure that the network detect the same feature at all
possible position of an input image or a previous feature map. This very layer of
building feature map is like doing a convolutional operation on the image, and it
is good for the robustness of the network since a shift in the original image will
only result in a shift in the feature map, no other changes done. In terms of image
recognition, the relative position of each features is much more important than the
absolute position of a feature in the image frame, so in order to reduce the precision
with respect to the absolute position of each feature, they propose to reduce the
spatial resolution by apply a local averaging named sub-sampling.

Figure 2.1: Architecture of LeNet-5[17], a CNN for digits recognition.

In the paper they used two convolutional layers followed with sub-sampling
layers and end with two full connected layers and a Gaussian layer. (see Figure 2.1)
With this simple configuration they manage to achieve great accuracy on character
recognition.
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2.3.2 Deep Neural Network

It is with the repaid development of GPU computation that we are able to design
and train larger and deeper neural networks in a tolerable time frame with great
result.

It is suggested by recent research [5, 10] that unsupervised pre-train of deep
neural network can increase the result of classification of the network. In the work
of [6] couple of techniques are combined in a novel way. Firstly, a deeper structure
of (6-10) layers of nonlinear neurons are trained, which mimics the number of layers
between retina and visual cortex of a monkey. Secondly and more importantly,
the DNN in this paper has 2-dimensional layers of winner-take-all neurons with
overlapping receptive fields that share weights. Here the technique used is max
pooling to determine the winning neuron and the winner represent the region in
a lower resolution. For updating the weight, only the winner neurons are trained
in this case, but the other neurons cannot forget what has already been learned.
Also the training is done online, which means updates happens after the gradient
computation.

2.3.3 ImageNet Classification with Convolutional Neural Network

ImageNet (LSVRC-2010) is a large dataset with 1.2 million labelled images to be
classified into 1000 different classes. Since ImageNet was one of the first image
database to achieve more than 1 million labelled images, it became a benchmark
for all the recognition algorithms to test their network. Here we take a close look
into one of the best performance in recent years, the paper by University of Toronto
[15].

The architecture shown in Figure 2.2 contains 8 layers with 5 of them being
convolutional and 3 being fully connected layers, some of novel techniques are used
to ensure good result. First of all, ReLU Nonlinearity. Before this paper, the
standard way of modeling a neuron’s output would be using a hyperbolic tangent
function, but since this function is a saturating nonlinear function, it takes much
more time to actually perform gradient descent than non-saturating functions like
max of zero and x. By introducing Rectified Linear Units (ReLU), training is
several times faster than the tangent, this is vital since training such a large network
would be impossible if they were to use the traditional saterating model. Then a
local response normalization is performed to all the local neurons that are active,
this improves the generalization of the network. Also they used the technique
of overlapping pooling, which in short is in sub-sampling phase having the stride
smaller than the pooling kernel size instead of having them the same. But this is
reported of having only slight better result.

When training the network, the number of image and the network is too big to
be fit into one GPU, so the paper uses a technique of parallel training, spread the
network in two separate computers. GPU communication is only done in certain
layers which limits the possibility of CPU over-running.
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Figure 2.2: An illustration of ImageNet architecture [15], explicitly showing the separation
of two GPUs training and where they communicate.

One last key issue in large CNN is that during training, the network has a
tendency of overfitting, the paper tackles this problem by both data augmentation
and dropout. The original image data is both translated and horizontally reflected to
enlarge the dataset and reduce overfitting.Another data augmentation they perform
is PCA on the set of RGB pixel values throughout the ImageNet dataset.

For Dropout technique [12] [30], the idea is that it is preferred to combine
predictions of many different models to reduce test error, but it would be too much
for large network. Thus we randomly assign a zero as the output with the probability
of 0.5, if the output is zero, this neuron will not be active thus not be part of
back propagation. This way every time an input is present, the network samples a
different architecture. This is reported to reduce overfit greatly.

2.3.4 OverFeat Network

One of the more recent trained network OverFeat [27]is made publicly available, and
the network architecture follows the work of Krizhevsky [15]. The idea of extracing
gernric features from large CNNs has already been suggested by Donahue [9], Zeiler
[38] and Oquab [24]. The OverFeat model shows that by training a network to
perform classification, detection and localization simultaneously can improve the
classification accuracy and the detection and localization accuracy. Also it propose
a novel method to localize and detect by accumulating predicted bounding boxes.

The classification architecture used for OverFeat network is similar to that of
Krizhevsky [15], maintaining a 8 layers design of which 5 layers are convolutional
and 3 layers are fully connected. The first two convolutional layers and the last
convolutional layer are a combination of convolution and max pooling layer, the
other two convolutional layer are without sub-sampling steps. Overlapping of sub-
sampling steps are abandoned for faster implementation and the fact that it does
not increase classification result by a great lot. Larger feature maps are built in
the first two convolutional layers with a smaller stride, this is a trade off between
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accuracy over training time.
The localization and detection part will not be explained here since it matters

little to scene recognition.

2.3.5 Network in Network

Research by Min Lin [19] propose a novel network structure called “Network in
NetWork”, the new structure performs better in terms of the discriminative power
for local patches within a receptive field.

Figure 2.3: Comparison of linear convolution layer and MLPconv layer [19]. The linear
convolution layer includes a linear filter while the MLPconv layer includes a micro network
(we choose the multilayer perceptron in this paper). Both layers map the local receptive
field to a confidence value of the latent concept.

Conventional Convolutional Neural Networks consist of alternating convolu-
tional layers and pooling layers. The convolution layer takes the dot product of
receptive field and the kernel, then followed by an activation function often being
ReLU. The result is a feature map. In this configuration, the convolutional kernel
is a generalized linear model (GLM), and the feature extracted using a GLM is not
so invariant to the variants of the same concept [4]. To put it simple, GLM models
works fairly good when the latent concept of training samples are linearly separable,
but that is generally not the case.

The paper replaces GLM model with a “micro network” representing the nonlin-
earity of the input concept. In this case they choose multi-layer perceptron (MLP)
as the instantiation of the network within, but radial basis network is also a possi-
ble choice. A multi-layer perceptron network is compatible with a CNN since it is
also trained using backpropagation, also a multi-layer perceptron model can be of
any depth itself, giving freedom for model complexity. The standard maxout layer
after convolution is deleted since a multi-layer perceptron layer can be a universal
function approximator, giving a better modeling of the distributribution of latent
variables.
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Figure 2.4: The overall structure of Network In Network [19]. In this paper the NINs
include the stacking of three MLPconv layers and one global average pooling layer.

The conventional fully connected layers are replaced here by a Global Average
Pooling layer, the reason for this is that fully connected layers are prone to overfit-
ting without Dropout technique. In the paper, on top of the feature maps generated
by each MLPconv, instead take the average of each feature map and send the out-
put directly to softmax layer. This method avoids overfitting in the sense that no
parameter is generated or optimized on this layer.

2.3.6 GoogLeNet Network

In order for a convolutional neural network to have better recognition and classifi-
cation result, a most straightforward way is to enlarge the network. Here enlarge
the network refers to increase the depth of the network by integrating more lay-
ers of convolution and also increase the width by having more units within each
convolutional layer. But this became problematic since larger size of a network
means much more internal parameters to train and this can be troublesome in two
ways. First, more parameters often links to overfitting of network, especially when
the input training database is of a fixed size and being not representative enough.
Secondly, the computational cost will rise drastically making it not possible to train
and classify.

Faced with this dilemma, the team of Google realized that the correct way to go
would be to move from fully connected to sparsely connected, both on layer level
and inside the convolutional layer level. And they came up with a new model named
GoogLeNet [31]. In this model they came up with Inception module which enables
them to go as deep as 22 layers but at the same time has even far less parameters
(12 times fewer) than the previous CNNs like [15].

An Inception module is shown in Figure 2.5, the module tries to apply dimension
reduction and projection when the computational cost became unbearable. The
1×1 convolutions are used to compute reductions before the more computationally
expensive 3×3 and 5×5 convolutions.

The reduced computational power was put to train deeper and larger network.
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Figure 2.5: Inception module [31]

2.4 Comparision

After a thorough exam of related researches done in the field of image recognition
and scene recognition, the conclusion is reached that Deep learning methods in
particular Convolutional Neural Network is going to be applied to this thesis task.
The main reason is that cutting edge CNNs are generating much better classification
result than any other methods developed in the past, also it has been proven that
learning features automatically and directly from pixel images can replace hand-
crafted feature extractors.

2.5 Database

The reason why a Convolutional Neural Network can outperform other algorithms
is that it learns patterns from a large number of labelled images, so there is no
wonder that the choice of database here would affect the classification result greatly.
There are a number of well defined and tested databases for image classification
and recognition, and some of them are aimed specifically at scene labeling and
recognition.

The famous 15 categories scene dataset by Lazebnik [16], is one of the earliest
scene dataset. It is an expansion of an earlier Fei-Fei Li dataset that contains indoor
and outdoor categories like kitchen, living room and open country. Each category
contains over 200 grey scale images. All images are in jpg format. It would be a
great dataset for prototyping.

The vision group in MIT has a indoor scene specific dataset[25]. The database
contains 67 Indoor categories, and a total of 15620 images. The number of images
varies across categories, but there are at least 100 images per category. All images
are RGB images in jpg format. The categories are first divided into store, home,
public places, leisure and working place. Then it is broken down to categories like
video store and kitchen.

Then we got a much bigger SUN dataset [36][37]. The database contains 397
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categories and the number of images varies across categories, but there are at least
100 images per category, and 108,754 images in total. The categories are much more
specific and into detail like airport terminal and bar. All images are RGB images
in jpg format.

Next we got the newest Places Database [39]. This is by far the dataset with
most images in relation with scene recognition. Having 205 scene categories and 2.5
millions of images with a category label. All images are RGB images in jpg format.

Apart from that, there are other object datasets that contain a significant
amount of scene label categories like Caltect101 dataset [11] and ImageNet dataset
[8].

The company Vionlabs has a huge database for movie images and some of them
indeed have labels attached to them. Here, the plan is to combine the already ex-
isted dataset with the movie dataset from Vionel as training data, the well-defined
data contains large number of categories and huge amount of images, the movie
dataset might be rather small comparing with the rest but it would help the net-
work adjust to movie specific scene labelling.

2.6 Deep Learning Framework
For the choice of deep learning frame, there are currently two frameworks competing,
Caffe framework developed by Yangqing Jia [14], and Cuda-ConvNet framework by
Alex Krizhevsky [15].

The Caffe framework is a expressive architecture, models and optimization are
defined by parameters and it can switch between CPU mode and GPU mode easily
by a simple flag. The speed of Caffe network is generally faster than that of ConvNet,
it has the capacity of processing over 60 million images per day, making large dataset
training possible. Also Caffe framework make it possible to do GPU parallel training
and deployment possible, which is a great boost to make it train and run faster. The
Caffe framework has great compatibility with Nvidia GPUs and it works seamless
with Nvidia’s graphic toolbox Cuda. Most of the cutting edge implementation
of Convolutional Neural Network are either developed under Caffe framework like
Simonyan’s network [29] or has a Caffe version of implementation like GoogleNet
[31].

The ConvNet framework is limited by the number of implementations done by
it, it is less of a popular choice.

2.7 Feature Visualization
Visualization of trained Convolutional Neural Network has been proven to be both
useful and crucial, it can often provide intuitive idea about what has been learned
in the network on different layers. And also it is a well studied topic with open
source packages and libraries to utilize.
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Caffe framework offers a filter visualization tool with a nice Python interface, it
can visualize every layer of the network and every learned filters there is.

The work by Daniel named Deepviz is another option to visualize deep Neural
network.

2.8 Developing Environment
Vionlabs offers a great platform for image processing especially for large network
training. In the office we have 2 Nvidia GTX 980 GPUs with 4GB of memory
each, other 3 Nvidia GTX760 GPUs with 2GB of memory each. The availability
of top notch GPUs makes training of large network possible, also it would make
deployment of the network faster, in turn makes the recognition fast.

Apart from top range GPUs, I also have access to the company’s servers, which
makes the storage of large dataset possible. Here the data refers to not only training
image datasets, but also tens of thousands of movies that is waiting to be classified.

The computer is configured to Linux Ubuntu 14.04, given that this is what most
researchers use for CNN training. Abundant tutorials and instruction can be found
online about CNN training on Ubuntu. Most of the code is going to be done in
Python since Vionlabs uses Python mostly and it would be much easier to integrate
the thesis work to what the company is doing so far. Caffe framework offers a
Python wrapper which makes it possible and easy to train and deploy the network
in Python. Some of the program regarding GPU parallel computing is done in
C++, but it is restricted in that part not extensively.
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Chapter 3

Methodology

In this chapter, we take a close look into the methods used in the thesis project.
It contains not only the detail of building and training the Convolutional Neural
Network, but also how to construct the database for movie scene recognition, how
the movie clip is processed before classification.

3.1 Network in Detail

This part of the thesis is designated to Convolutional Neural Network, from the basic
artificial neural network structure to the final design for a movie specific CNN.

3.1.1 Artificial Neural Network

Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is an algorithm of statistical learning, it has been
applied to multiply tasks such as classification and function approximation. A typi-
cal structure of an ANN (Figure 3.1) is to put layers of hidden neurons between input
data and output data, neurons of different layers are linked together by weights. By
constantly feeding the network with input data and output targets (not necessary
for unsupervised learning) we update the weight vector, and this is called training
of the network. This thesis will mainly focus on supervised learning since all the
input data are going to be labeled.

For every neuron in both the hidden layer and the output layer, the output is a
weighted sum of the previous layer’s input. A mathematical way of expressing this
can be referred to Equation 3.1.

yi = (x1, x2, ..., xN )(w1i, w2i, ..., wNi)T =
N∑
n=1

xnwni (3.1)

In turn the outputs from the previous adjustmentadjustment layer are fed to the
current layer as inputs, the same operation is done for every neuron and yielding
outputs.
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Figure 3.1: Typical ANN structure

3.1.2 Learning from Data

Numerous methods have been proposed to this problem of learning from data, but
so far the most efficient one is still gradient-based learning method brought about
18 years ago. In gradient-based learning, a function Y n = f (Xn,W ) between input
and output pattern is computed. Here Xn is the n-th input data, W is the weight
vector that we use to update the network and Y n is the n-th output of the network
that correspond to Xn. Another variable is Tn which represents the target output
of the n-th input pattern, in our case this target will be representing the category
an image belongs to.

Then a loss function is computed to measure the “error” between the desired
output or target Tn and the real output of Y n. Normally it takes the form of
En = D

(
Tn, f(Xn,W )

)
, in this function Tn and Xn are determined by input data

and W is the only variable. Eavg(W ) is defined as the average error over a set of
input and labels such as (X1, T 1), (X2, T 2)...(Xn, Tn), we also refer to the average
error as ETrain(W ) since they are performed on the training dataset. Logically the
notation of EV al(W ) and ETest(W ) are average errors for validation dataset and
testing dataset respectively. Then the problem is simplified to find the correct value
for W that minimizes ETrain(W ).

One of the dilemma here is the difference between training error and testing
error. We would perform update based on training error but ultimately the testing
error is the desired result for recognition. The relationship between these two errors
have been studied by Yann LeCun in [17]. The gap between expected error rate on
test set ETest(W ) and the error rate on training set ETrain(W ) decreases with the
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number of training samples approximately as Equation 3.2

ETest − ETrain = k
( h
N

)α
(3.2)

Here N is the number of training images, h is a measurement of the complexity
of the system and α being parameters within 0.5 to 1. This gap always decreases
when the number of training images increases, which makes intuitive sense since
more data can be a better representation of the ground truth of the reality.

Gradient-based learning relies heavily on the fact that it is much easier to min-
imize a smooth and continuous function as oppose to a discrete one. By estimating
the impact of a small variation in the variable, we can find the minimized loss
function.Take the following case for example.

En = En−1 − δ
(∂E(W )

∂W

)
(3.3)

Here δ can be a small scalar, but more complex algorithms where δ can be a
diagonal matrix may yield slightly better result.

Several findings make it possible to perform gradient back-propagation. First,
local minima in loss function seems to be not interfering with training result that
much. Secondly, new algorithms about efficiently computing back-propagation for
nonlinear system are made available. Last but not least, it is clear that complicated
learning tasks can be learnt by back-propagation with sigmoid units. Hence now
we know if the loss function is differentiable, then we can minimize the error with
respect to a given parameter like one weight. But what about on a larger scale, we
would like to find the global minima of loss function with respect to all the weight
vectors. Even if the loss function is differentiable to all the weight vectors, the sheer
size of the network make this very hard.

The approach towards this is to make each layer in the network into a continuous
and differentiable module with respect to each parameters in the module, here would
be all the weights. Because the network is build in a way that the last layer’s output
is fed to the next layer as input, then if the output of the last layer is differentiable
with respect to the weights in this layer, then they should be differentiable to weights
in the last layer and the two layers before. To put it in a mathematical form,

∂En
∂Wm

= ∂f

∂W
(Wm, Ym−1)∂En

∂Ym
(3.4)

∂En
∂Wm−1

= ∂f

∂W
(Wm, Ym−1)∂En

∂Ym
(3.5)

With this section we sum up the gradient-based back propagation learning meth-
ods that we are going to use to learn from the data.
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3.1.3 Update Weight Matrix

We have already established in Section 3.1.2 that it is possible to adjust weight
matrix to minimize the error between target value and the output of last neuron
layer, here we are going through how it is done and how some of the parameters
can affect the network.

Back Propagation starts at the output layer with the calculation of error in
Equation 3.6, the update of the weight matrix follows the rule of Equation 3.7.

ej = Yj(1− Yj)(Tj − Yj) (3.6)

wij = w
′
ij + αejXi (3.7)

For the ith input of the jth neuron in the output layer, the weight wij is adjusted
by adding to the previous weight value, w′

ij , a term determined by the product of
a learning rate, α, an error term, ej , and the value of the ith input, Xi. The error
term, ej , for the jth neuron is determined by the product of the actual output, Yj ,
its complement, 1− Yj , and the difference between the desired output, Tj , and the
actual output.

Once the output layer is update, we will keep going back and adjust the next
layer back. The rule for update is still the same with 3.7, but the error function is
a bit different, see Equation 3.8.

ej = Yj(1− Yj)
∑

(ekw
′
jk) (3.8)

As we can see in this layer the error is not the difference between target and
output, it is the overall summed error in the succeeding adjustment layer times the
unadjusted weight in this layer. With this in mind, we can iteratively update all
the weight in the weight matrix.

One more thing to keep in mind is the choice of learning rate. A bigger learning
rate gives a faster training processadjustment but make the network unstable and
sometimes leads to no convergence. On the contrary, a smaller learning rate may
guarantee a convergence but it might just be too slow and too long time waiting
according to the research of [21].

3.1.4 Activation of Neuron Output

In the last section 3.1.2 we talked about a function Y n = f(Xn,W ) between input
and output pattern, this function is called an activation function or a unit in some
case to show that they map the input to the output pattern.

Below are some of the most popular activation function used in Deep Neural
Networks.
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Hyperbolic Tangent Function

The hyperbolic tangent activation function is in the form of , it is a continuous
activation function with rotational symmetric property, which means that it produce
negative value for negative input and positive value for positive input. It is also a
saturating nonlinear activation function.

f(x) = tanh(x) (3.9)

Figure 3.2: Tanh activation function

Sigmoid Activation Function

The Sigmoid activation function is in the form of , it is a continuous activation
function that is also a saturating nonlinear activation function. The output can not
be negative .

f(x) = 1
(1 + e−x) (3.10)
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Figure 3.3: Sigmoid activation function

Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU)

Comparing with the saturating nonlinearities listed above, ReLU is a non-saturating
nonlinearity that is much faster in terms of training with gradient descent. Intro-
duced by Krizhevsky in [15], ReLU nonlinearity is used on CIFAR-10 dataset for
a particular four-layer convolutional network. It took takes tanh units 35 epochs
to reach 25 error rate and only 5 epochs for a ReLU activation. Faster training
actually makes it possible to train bigger and deeper networks in the future.

f(x) = max(0, x) (3.11)

Local Response Normalization

It is explained in section 3.1.4 that using activation function like ReLU, we can
prevent saturation, and it may seems to be alright to not perform normalization
to the inputs. But local response normalization is reported to aid generalization
anyway in the paper of [15]. See the Equation 3.12
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Figure 3.4: ReLU activation function

bix,y = aix,y/(k + α

min(N−1,i+n/2)∑
j=max(0,i−n/2)

(ajx,y)2)β (3.12)

The activity of a neuron at the position of (x, y) computed by the ith kernel and
a RuLE activation function is noted as aix,y, and bix,y is the normalized activation.
Here the sum runs on all the feature maps in the same layer at the same position.

3.1.5 Convolutional Layer and Sub-sampling Method

A convolutional layer is fundamentally different from a Multilayer Perception since
there is no full connection between the input and output of the same layer, this is
also called sparse connectivity. This sparse connection exploit the spatial correlation
by only having connection between neurons of adjacent layers [32]. By doing this
the neuron in the convolutional layer only respond to a subset of neurons in previous
layer and thus can only be activated by this subset neurons.

Another important point to make is that the convolutional filter in a typical
CNN is replicated across the entire visual field, which means that both the weight
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vector and the bias remain the same to form one feature map. The reason we
replicate the filter is to make sure that the we can extract the same feature no
matter what position it is extracted. Also by replicating the filter, we minimize the
number of parameters that we have to learn and in turn make the learning easier.

Once a feature map is drawn, the global location of that feature is not as impor-
tant, but rather the relative location of each detected features is of concern here.
Take a detected 90 degree corner for example, four of those corners indicates a
square but the global position of these corners are irrelevant, sometimes this precise
position can be harmful to a classification. It is out of this concern that we do
sub-sampling of feature map to reduce the precision of the global position and in
turn reduce the spatial resolution of the feature map.

In the study by [17], they discover that a sub-sampling layer performs a local
averaging and a sub-sampling. It reduces the resolution of the feature map and
reduces the sensitivity of the output to shift and distortions. A typical subsampling
layer has a fixed receptive field like in the paper of [6, 13, 18] . Like the famous
LeNet-5 network has a 2×2 kernel size, each unit computes the average of the four
inputs and multiply it with a trainable coefficient then add a trainable bias. At
this stage the pooling is non-overlapping, which means the feature map after the
pooling layer has half the rows and columns. With the sub-sampling after different
convolutional layers, the resolution decreases thus we can extract more feature maps
in a certain layer.

Recently a technique of overlapping pooling is gaining popularity due to its
ability of preventing over-fitting. Here are two key parameters in play, the pooling
kernel size z and the kernel stride s. The kernel size indicates how many inputs are
going into the pooling process and the stride means how far away two pooling units.
if s = z then it is our regular pooling, but if s < z, then it is overlapping pooling.

3.1.6 Battle with Overfitting

One of the biggest problem when training deep artificial neural networks is the ten-
dency of overfitting. Overfitting happens when the network is excessively complex
by either having too many parameters or iterating for too many circles. It is well
illustrated in the Figure 3.5 that the more complicated the network gets, the bigger
a difference there is between the training error and the testing error. It so happens
that a deep convolutional network is very complicated with many parameters, so
logically it is vulnerable to overfitting, thus weakens its ability of generalization.

A lot of methods are proposed with the development of CNN to battle overfitting,
for example adding random noise[20], Dropout [12], performing data augmentation
[15, 28, 7], performing dimension reduction [3, 31] and cross validation.

Data augmentation might be the most intuitive way of avoiding overfitting since
by enriching the dataset, the training image can better represent the true pattern
of each class, thus in turn gives back a better generalization result. In the research
done by [15], they propose a way of data augmentation that require no extra disk
space and no extra computational time by CPU code generating image when GPU
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Figure 3.5: The error difference between training and testing sample as model gets more
complex

is running the last batch training. First, random patches of the size 224×224 is
extracted from the original 256×256 image, then translation and reflection is done
to make more of the dataset. Secondly, alternating the intensities of RGB channels
in training image.

The technique of Dropout is explained in detail in Section 2.3.3. In short, each
time a hidden neuron has a 0.5 possibility of getting activated, and those ones that
is activated is going to contribute to forward pass and back propagation. In this way
each time a input pattern is present, a new architecture of the network is sampled
but at the same time they share weights. This technique reduce the correlation
between neurons, thus gives better performance on overfitting.

Another technique is carried out in the paper [20], they propose to corrupt
training examples with noise from known distributions within the exponential fam-
ily and present a novel learning algorithm, called marginalized corrupted features
(MCF), that trains robust predictors by minimizing the expected value of the loss
function under the corrupting distribution, essentially learning with finitely many
(corrupted) training examples.

Other small tricks may also contribute to reducing overfitting like learning rate
manipulation and cross validation, both of which will be talked about in the learning
detail in Section 3.2.
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3.2 Learning Detail

This part of the report contains all the detailed information about the training of
the network, all the choices from network architecture to learning parameters, it is
also explained how and why it is designed in this way.

3.2.1 Overall Architecture of the Network

For the overall architecture, this project takes inspiration from both the Alex Ima-
geNet [15] and Oxford’s deep CNN [29]. It follows the traditional CNN configuration
of convolution followed by normalization and max pooling then pass on to several
fully connected layers and end with softmax layer.

The final architecture of the network contains 5 convolutional layers and each
layer contains two convolutional operations. Different from the Alex ImageNet [29],
which contains five convolutional layer with big convolutional filters(11× 11 with a
stride of 4), also different from the network in [38] with 7× 7 kernel and stride of 2.
Here all the convolution kernel has the size of 3 × 3 and convolve with every pixel
in the input (stride of 1). It is easy to understand that two 3× 3convolutional filter
stack together can have a receptive field of 5 × 5, but by stacking two of them we
gain an extra layer of nonlinearity which makes the network more discriminative.

Another important question to ask is whether this extra layer makes the train-
ing too hard, does it create too many parameters to update? The answer is no.
Comparing with a 5 × 5convolutional filter,if we have the same number of output
channels noted as α, then the number of weights are 2 × (32 × α2) = 18 × α2 as
opposed to 52×α2 = 25×α2. This is 28% less of parameters. If we compare three of
the convolutional layers stack together with a 7×7 kernel, it is 3×(32×α2) = 27×α2

as oppose to 72×α2 = 49×α2. Which is 45% less parameters. The conclusion is we
can have more output channels if we stack small kernels together, and at the same
time without sacrificing the ability of learning for the network. In the Table 3.1 we
compare the ImageNet architecture with MovieNet for a more intuitive look. And
in Figure 3.9 we provide a oveall look at the architecture with a graph.

The last layer of the network is a softmax layer, it is also called a multinomial
logistic regression. In logistic regression we assume the labels are binary so it only
handles two category classification problem. But softmax regression is able to handle
an abitary number of classes.

Assume the output data has K dimensions, a certain training set is of the form
{(x(1), y(1)), ..., (x(n), y(n)) with y(i) ∈ {1, 2, ...,K}. Whenever given a test input we
want to estimate the probability for each class as P (y = k|x). Our hypothesis will
output a K-dimensional vector (whose elements sum to 1) giving us our K estimated
probabilities. The hypothesis hθ(x)is shown below in Equation 3.13.
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Alex ImageNet MovieNet
8 weight layers 13 weight layers
input (224 by 224 RGB image)

conv11_96 conv3_64
conv3_64

max pooling

conv5_256 conv3_128
conv3_128

max pooling

conv3_384 conv3_256
conv3_256
max pooling

conv3_384 conv3_512
conv3_512
max pooling

conv3_256 conv3_512
conv3_512

max pooling
FC_4096
FC_4096
FC_29
Softmax

Table 3.1: Comparsion between MovieNet and AlexNet confifuration (shown in
columns). The convolutional layer parameters are denoted as “conv<receptive field
size>-<number of channels>”. The ReLU activation function is not shown here for
brevity.

hθ(x) =


P (y = 1|x; θ)
P (y = 2|x; θ)

....
P (y = K|x; θ)

 = 1∑K
j=1 exp(θ(j)x)


exp(θ(1)x)
exp(θ(2)x)

....

exp(θ(K)x)

 (3.13)

The θ here is the parameters in the model, the fraction term is a normalizing
term to make sure it sums up to 1. Here the predicted output ŷ = (θ(K)x), so the
loss function can be expressed as Equation 3.14.

loss = exp(ŷi)∑K
j=1 exp(ŷj)

− exp(yi)∑K
j=1 exp(yj)

(3.14)
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3.2.2 Learning Parameters

The learning methods and the learning rate adustment can be crucial to the training
of a network, and it is explained here how these parameters are chosen.

In the training solver prototxt file in caffe, the base learning rate, momentum
and the weight decay of the network needs to be specified, also the learning rate
policy is flexible to choose.

Base Learning Rate, Momentum and Weight Decay

The learning rate comes into work when updating the weights after the error is
calculated between the prediction and the true output, and logically a larger learning
rate means a faster updating process, more ratical change of the weight. Normally
the learning rate is decreasing in the learning process since after some iterations the
network is close enough to the groundtruth. Therefore here the base learnin rate
refers to the learning rate when the network starts to train.

Momentum simply adds a fraction m of the previous weight update to the current
one. The momentum parameter is used to prevent the system from converging to a
local minimum. A high momentum parameter can also help to increase the speed
of convergence of the system. However, setting the momentum parameter too high
can create a risk of overshooting the minimum, which can cause the system to
become unstable. A momentum coefficient that is too low cannot reliably avoid
local minima, and can also slow down the training of the system.

In the research of [14] they find out a good set of parameter choice policy. A
good strategy for deep learning with SGD is to initialize the learning rate α to
a value around α ≈ 0.01 = 10−2, and dropping it by a constant factor (e.g. 10)
throughout training when the loss begins to reach an apparent “plateau”, repeating
this several times. Generally, you probably want to use a momentum µ = 0.9 or
similar value. By smoothing the weight updates across iterations, momentum tends
to make deep learning with SGD both stabler and faster.

Weight decay is a regularization method that helps better avoid overfiting. Any
overfitted network is trying to reproduce the detailed layout of the noise in training
data, thus it is by default not smooth. In order to represent this non-smoothness
and noise, very large coeffcients are required. But the ground truth is most of the
time a smooth distribution, so the coeffcients should be rather small. It is observed
that when the network start to overfit, the coefficients increase shrply in magnitude.
The policy of weight decay trys to constrain the weight to a resonable small number,
preventing overfitting from happening.

In the Table 3.2 is a record of all the training parameters used in the training
of the network.
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base learning rate momentum weight decay max iter
0.1 0.9 0.001 200000
gamma step size learning policy
0.1 40000 step

Table 3.2: Learning and initialization parameters setting for MovieNet on the Movi-
eScene dataset.

3.3 Movie Segmentation and Frame Selection
Movie clips contains much more information than single images, it offers consecutive
flow of image frames that captures motion. Moreover, movies have soundtracks,
subtitles and scripts that additional information about scene can be extracted from.
Given this, a segmentation of a movie based on scene could be really helpful for
future recognition of movie scenes. So the goal here is to take a movie and edit it
into small segments with the same scene in it.

The result of all the segmentation of the movie clip will be find in the Chapter
5. A illustration of the segmentation method is presented in Figure 3.6. The first
line is the segmentation result given out by scene switching detection, the second is
segmentation of subtitle, face means someone is talking in the film. the third line
is the overall result of the segmentation, the colored area is the final segment that
is going into the classification.

Figure 3.6: Scene switch detection and subtitle segmentation and result

3.3.1 Scene Switching Detection
The scene switching detection here is mainly talking about the switch of cameras
in cinematography like a switch between an indoor talking scene to an outdoor
action scene. Typically a scene switch is either a hard switch or a fade in or fade
out switch. A hard switch means a sudden change in terms of consecutive frames,
oppose to the gradual change in several frames in a fade in or fade out scene switch.
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But whatever scene switch methods is used, the variable here is always the pixel
intensity value for the same pixel of region in different frames.

Sampling Region and Sampling Rate

A typical movie frame is of the resolution of 1080×720, sometimes higher sometimes
lower depending on the quality of the video. It is nearly impossible and unnecessary
to process all the pixel intensity value since we want to make the processing time to
be as short as possible. After a few round of testing, it is concluded that if each and
every frame is divided into a 10 by 10 grid with each region have an average over
all three channel of RGB intensity, it is enough to detect mostly all scene switches
and remain a rather great speed of processing. This image pre-process can be seen
as a blurring action to the original movie frame with a resulting 10× 10× 3 matrix
representing each frame.

The choice of sampling rate is closely related to how much we blurred the image,
it is obvious that we blurred the movie frame a lot so we find out that it is only
by processing the video frame by frame are we able to get the desired accuracy we
want for scene switching detection.

Thresholding and filtering

Pixel intensity is represented by a value ranging from 0 to 255 for all RGB channels,
a natural way of detecting a sudden change in the frame is to calculate the change
of RGB value in each region of consecutive frames. Thus here we introduce another
matrix called diff matrix, which is of the dimensionality of 10× 10× 3 as well. each
element represent the difference in pixel intensity from adjacent frames. The next
is to set two threshold on the detection, first is a low change threshold for changes
that are greater than 10, second is a high change threshold for changes greater than
50. The we can calculate two accumulative variables counting how many of the
100 regions has a change greater than 10 or 50. this way we have two variables
up_10_count and up_50_count to describe the transition of a scene.

Next is a filtering on top of the two thresholds, it is a relative standard as
opposed to the absolute standard to the threshold. We take three consecutive diff
matrices together and label them with dpre, dcurrent, dnext, and the condition for a
scene switch is given below in Equation 3.15.

dcurrent > 1.5× (dpre + dnext) (3.15)

This condition actually takes care of a scene switch happens in a dark environ-
ment where all the intensity values are low as well as scenes like an explosion where
more several consecutive diff values are above 10 or 50. Together with the hard
threshold, we can achieve a reasonable detection rate of scene switching.
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Explosion detection

In our experiment we find out that we always trigger a scene switch whenever there is
an explosion, this is logical since explosion is also where all the pixel intensity value
change dramatically in a matter of few frames. We propose to tackle this problem
by an explosion detection using RGB filtering and location detection. First of all, it
is noticeable that all the explosion is of the distinctive color of yellow (dominating
red and green channel with little to none blue channel), a simple RGB filter can be
of great help. Secondly, explosion starts with a point and it expends fast, so the
location information can help us greatly, if the cells triggered in consecutive frames
are adjacent and it is of the color of yellow, then it is more likely to be an explosion.

3.3.2 Subtitle Based Segmentation

Another huge problem faced during the classification of scene is the movie frame
with a closeup shot of a actor’s face. Typically in drama movies, a director tends
to focus on the actor’s face to explore the emotion, and it is always the case that
the background is heavily blurred in these shots. Figure 3.7 is a good illustration
for this point, by just looking at this particular frame, it is not possible to tell
which category the scene belongs to by naked eye since the background is blurred
too much. This is problematic since most of the main stream movie have a large
portion of the storytelling evolve around the leading actor and this blurring effect
is so popular that some of the movie have over 50% of the frame like this.

This thesis proposes two ways of solving this. First of all, in the training image
set we include a class named “likely a face” category with people posing in front a
random scene, this way we push the network to learn the features of a person and
a face so as to distinguish a face from any scene category. The detail of the dataset
and data pre-process can be found in Section 4.1. The second approach we took was
to extract more information from movie content, more specifically, movie subtitle.

It is discovered in the process of experiment that whenever there is a closeup
face shot, it is usually when the actor is talking. Therefore, logically if we can filter
out the part where actors are talking, we can eliminate a great number of frames
with closeup shots of actor and blurred background. It is vital to clarify here that
this method is not a watertight way of avoiding those closeup shots, in fact it is
possible that we ignore some narrative part which contain good movie scene frame,
but by doing this we have a better chance of classifying the frames that is worth
the time.

3.4 Building A Stronger Classifier
Here this step of building a strong classifier is on top of the last couple of steps,
we need to have a working neural network first that can classify a given frame into
certain categories, and we also need a segmented movie clip that has one movie
scene in each segment with as little closeup shots as possible. Then we take each
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Figure 3.7: Blurred background

segment, carefully select couple of frames to put into the neural network, use the
collected results to give a final ruling on the category of the scene. Since this final
result is based on more than one frames, this is called a stronger classifier.

The segmentation information is given out in terms of frame ID of the particular
movie, in each segments there is a list of frame IDs indicating the start and end
of this segments. First step is to select frames for classification, here we select
5 frames for each segment since it is enough to both satisfy the need to improve
classification accuracy and make the recognition time fast enough. For each frame,
we take the top_3 prediction categories and record both it’s category ID and the
prediction score which indicates the likelihood or confidence level. Then for five
frames in a segment, we have five lists of category IDs ranked from most likely
to least likely. Afterwards a voting mechanism is performed, for each frame, the
highest score category gets a 3 point, the second highest category gets 3 points and
the third gets 1 point, then we add all the points each category gets to get an overall
score of this segment, then we take the highest overall score category to be the final
classification result.

Another condition is put on the prediction score, it is sometimes the case that
a scene is easy to recognize that the score after first two highest score are almost
close to 0, then it is pointless to still give a voting to those categories. Thus before
we rank the scores, we first filter out all the scores below 0.05, making sure those
category do not contribute to voting for the final classification result. Consequently
it happens that a scene is too hard to recognize that all the scores are below 0.05,
then we put this scene into unknow category.
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3.5 Testing and Validation Methods

Several tests are done on both the classification of individal image and movie clip,
also the movie segmentation algorithm is put to test.

For examining the network’s ability of classification, we do a standard accuracy
test based on the testing dataset which is a subset of the orignal dataset. For
classification, we calculate both the top_1 and top_3 accuracy since later when
we perform video classification, a top_3 voting algorithm is used. Then a cross
dataset generalization test is performed to see if the netwoek can handle other
datasets. Here the other dataset is a mixture of MIT Indoor dataset and Lazebnik
15 category dataset, we do a cross match of the MovieScene daataset and these two
datasets to find 18 matching categories to perform generalization tests. Also one
thing to notice is that all the testing images are first resized to the resolution of
256× 256 which is the same size as the images put in the MovieScene network for
training.

For top_3 classification, if the top_3 prediction contains the ture category label,
we recognize this as a correct classification, For a total number ofM testing images,
N of them are classified correctly, and for both the top_1 and top_3, the accuracy
marked as α is difined as Equation 3.16.

α = N

M
(3.16)

Scene switching accuracy and movie clip accuracy is measured by human effort.
For scene switching and movie segmentation, I check every scene switch mark (a
time stamp for the movie indicating a scene switch) to the actual movie to see if a
scene switch happens. Thus the accuracy is calculated by counting the number of
scene switches both correct and incorrect.

For movie scene classification, two tests are run separately. The first takes in
an entire movie and do one frame classification every 500 frames, it is a top_1 clas-
sification method with no further information about movie segmentation provided.
The second way is to combine the movie segmentation algorithm and a voting algo-
rithm together to form a stronger classifier for movie clip classification. These two
results are compared to see the difference by using the segmentation algorithm.

An internal validation process is set at office where anyone in the office can ran-
domly select a video clip and see two frames belong to the clip and check the result
of the classification. Three choices are given to anyone presented with the result,
correct, wrong or hard to tell. Only when the person is certain if the classification
matches or not with the scene in the clip, he is allowed to claim a correct or wrong
for the classification, otherwise he should choose hard to tell. A typical movie clip
frame is presented in Figure 3.8, and Figure 3.8a shows a clear scene category of
dining when Figure 3.8b shows an unclear scene category.

For accuracy of movie clip classification, several variables are defined, total num-
ber of clips classified as M , number of clips labelled as likely a face F , number of
clips labelled as correct C, number of clips labelled as wrong W , and number of
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(a) A clear scene category of dining (b) An unclear scene category

Figure 3.8: Movie frames taken from Up In the Air

clips labelled as hard to tell H. The accuracy of clip classification is defined as αclip
in Equation 3.17, it reflect the classifier’s ability when the input clip is desirable as
no face is presented and there is a clear background to classify. On the contrary, the
accuracy of classification on all clips is defined as β in Equation 3.18. This accuracy
will be affected by numerous factors like whether the movie has a lot of actor close
up shots to blur the background.

αclip = C

C +W
(3.17)

β = C

C +W +H
(3.18)
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Figure 3.9: Overall architecture in graph
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Chapter 4

Database Construction

In this chapter I will explain in detail how the data used in this thesis is gathered
and constructed, as well as how is the data preprocessed before feeding it to the
network for training. Below is a list of the dataset used or partly used by this thesis
project.

4.1 Dataset Construction

Several datasets are constructed along the way of this thesis project for prototyping
and testing. I start out with the simple small dataset of Lazebnik and taking a
subset of the data containing only two categories of bedroom and coast. In this
paper we name the dataset Lazebnik2 dataset. Lazebnik2 has 200 images for both
training categories and about 30 images each for testing. The purpose of this dataset
is to first test the network in a very short time, see the accuracy and adjust the
parameters in the network with low time consumption.

The second dataset I built is a indoor specific dataset with airport termi-
nal and bedroom taking from the MIT Indoor dataset and I named it Indoor2
dataset.Indoor2 has around 600 images for both training categories and about 80
images each for testing. This dataset tries to test the network’s ability of handling
indoor scenes as well as more data at the same time. When running on larger
datasets, training time is carefully documented just to make a good estimation of
training time for later testing.

The next data I created is called Indoor5, it contains categories of airport, bar,
bedroom, casino and others. Each category has around 600 images and others
category has 1000 images for training, for testing there are more than 100 per class.
For the 4 categories of indoor scene in this dataset, it is a subset of MIT Indoor
dataset, and the others category contains images from all the dataset I have access
to apart from the four categories. This others categorise tries to imitate regular
movie scenes so that the network can learn to distinguish not only the 4 classes but
also able to recognize a regular scene as others instead of putting it to one of the 4
classes.
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Database
name

Number of
categories

Image per
category

Notes

Lazebnik 15 around 100 Grey scale image in jpg for-
mat. Already classed into
training and testing dataset.

MIT indoor 67 Around
300, at
least 100
per cate-
gory

Indoor scene RGB image in
jpg format, partitioned into
training and testing, with an-
notations of interest point.

Caltech 101 101 40 to 800 Object dataset with some
scene category. RGB image in
jpg format

Places
database

205 2.5 million
images in
total

Scene specific dataset with
RGB image. Largest scene la-
beled dataset for now.

People pose
database

15 around 200 A database of people posing
in different scenes, the label is
not about the scene but rather
about the pose.

Vionlabs
movie
database

NULL NULL A huge database for movie
content without scene labels

Table 4.1: Database comparison

Depending upon request, I tried out a decision tree like recognition method,
which means to put all the categories into layers of groups. For example, the
first layer could be outdoor or indoor classification, then going into more specific
classes like leisure, work, store and home for indoor; nature, suburbs, inner city for
outdoor. Another problem I have experienced during test is that a typical movie
scene tends to evolve around actors, this means the camera focuses on actors and
blurs the background making recognition of scene specially hard. Thus in this next
dataset we have three classes: indoor, outdoor and likely_a_face, the likely_a_face
class contains images of people posing in front of all kinds of different environment.
With this dataset I hope to filter out image with people in the foreground and those
image frames with a clear view of the scene can be better recognized. The indoor
and outdoor categories both have 1500 images as training input and around 200
images as testing set, the category of people has 800 images for training and 150
images for testing.

The best dataset available about scene recognition is MIT Places dataset which
contains 205 categories and more than 2.5 million labeled images in total. Couple
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of problems with this dataset, first it is simply too large of a dataset to train. In
their own paper [39], it took the system 7 days to finish training using two cutting
edge GPUs and carefully designed parallel computational methods, training on the
whole dataset would be too much. Second problem is that they have made the
categories too specific such that scenes like alcove and amphitheater was listed as
label categories.

This project is carried out by Vionlabs and they care more about movie sensitive
scenes like jungle and casino which can be tags used as movie recommendation. Thus
I listed 25 categories that is more general but at the same time movie related, put the
corresponding images in the MIT Places dataset into the new category, form a new
MovieScene database. For example, a new category named “store” contains images
taken from categories like “book_store”, “candy_store”, “department_store” and
“clothing_store” in MIT Places dataset and we only take a small subset of the MIT
Places dataset to create the MovieScene dataset.

It is to be mentioned here that the “indoor” and “outdoor” category in Movi-
eScene dataset consists image taken from the MIT Places dataset with the category
that do not match with any of the categories in MovieScene dataset. For example
categories like “cockpit” and “podium_outdoor” does not match with any category
in MovieScene, so they respectively went into “indoor” and “outdoor” category.

In this new database, I incorporate a small portion of movie shot images just
to teach the network about movie scene, this part of the dataset is rather small
since it is very hard to find movie images with scene label to them. Vionlabs’s
image database has some images with tags put to them, but these tags could be
of anything from an actor name to movie genre, so I was only able to take around
1000 images from it. Then I found out that Wikipedia has a movie scene label with
movie IDs, this way I was able to find more movie with a certain scene type to them
and search for this particular movie image within Vionlabs’s database. After some
web crawling, I was finally able to get more than 2000 movie frame shots with label
to them.

To sum up, the new MovieScene dataset has 28 categories of which 25 being
movie scene specific categories with more than 1000 images per class. The remaining
classes are a category of people posing in front of scenes, an indoor and an outdoor
category.

4.2 Data Pre-processing

The data pre-process is simple in this project, for each dataset put as input to train
the network, 15% of the image is set aside as validation set and another 10% is
set as testing set. Here the validation set is put into the network together with
the training dataset, it serves as an indication of network convergence and track
the result of the training. The testing set is preserved for after the training, it is a
measurement for the accuracy of the recognition. Also other datasets will be used
to further test the network’s ability of generalization.
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All the images are first labeled and sorted, then randomly put into the three
datasets, the the training and validation set are encoded into LMBD format for easy
access for the caffe network. In this process, the image is resized into resolution of
224× 224 for standard format and easy process.
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Chapter 5

Result and Analysis

In this chapter, all the detailed results of the experiment are provided here with illus-
tration as well as explaination. Comparison between results from different datasets
are done here and analysis of the network is also presented. This chapter is or-
ganized in the order of first come first present, so smaller and simpler dataset are
presented first, after showing the result, analysis of the network is done based on
the performance.

5.1 Classification on Lazebnik and Indoor Dataset

The detail of dataset Lazebnik2 and Indoor5 are covered in the Section 4.1, the
MovieNet architecture was run on both of the dataset, with Lazebnik2 being a
binary classification and Indoor5 having 5 categories. The network is trained for
only 20000 iterations since the classification is not so complicated, also the dataset
is simply divided into three parts, training, validation and testing. The final result
are presented below in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2

dataset Lazebnik2 Indoor5
training image per category 116/220 464 to 1000
validation image per category 30 100
testing image per category 30 100

training time 45 minutes 105 minutes
final validation accuracy 93.3333% 82.0000%

Table 5.1: Training results for Lazebnik2 and Indoor5

The purpose for these two dataset is to test the parameter settings, training
time and convergence of the network, the overall accuracy of the classification is
not the main goal here. Once the parameters are set, we use the network on the
MovieScene dataset for training and classification.
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dataset Lazebnik2 Indoor5
category bedroom coast airport bar bedroom casino others
accuracy 0.8666 0.9 0.91 0.74 0.85 0.71 0.83

Table 5.2: Testing results for Lazebnik2 and Indoor5

5.2 Classification on MovieScene Dataset

The network is trained for 200000 iterations since the classification is not so compli-
cated, also the dataset is simply divided into three parts, training (75%), validation
(15%) and testing (10%). The training detail can be found in Table 3.2 and the
detail regarding the dataset is here in Table 5.3.

dataset MovieScene
training image per category over 1000
validation image per category over 200
testing image per category over 150
cross dataset testing image 100

Table 5.3: MovieScene Dataset

5.2.1 Result of Classification

The overall testing accuracy for top_1 classification and top_3 classification can
be found in the Table 5.4. And the classification accuracy for each category can be
found in Table 5.5, Figure A.1 and Table 5.6, Figure A.2.

MovieScene top_1 top_3
accuracy 0.6607 0.7825

Table 5.4: Overall classification accuracy for MovieScene Network

5.2.2 Result of Cross Dataset Generalization

Cross dataset generalization was done based on the MIT Indoor dataset [25] and
Lazebnik 15 classes dataset. After a cross matching, 18 of the 28 categories in Movi-
eScene dataset can be matched to another dataset for cross dataset generalization,
the result can be found in Table 5.7 and Figure A.3.
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category accuracy category(indoor) accuracy category(outdoor) accuracy
likely_a_face 0.5935 airport_terminal 0.8175 building_outside 0.8042
indoor 0.8763 house_inside 0.6467 street/alley 0.5226
outdoor 0.9031 hall_room 0.7712 ocean 0.7060

bar 0.4524 open_country 0.6592
basement 0.3766 garden 0.3783
store 0.6586 mountain 0.8399
dinning 0.5701 river 0.7502
bedroom 0.7448 desert 0.5998
work_room 0.8190 highway 0.7802
corridor 0.7562 parking 0.5853
living_room 0.5457 sky 0.6110
indoor average 0.6305 bridge 0.7204

bridge 0.6882
coast 0.4674
outdoor average 0.6539

Table 5.5: Result for top_1 classification

5.2.3 Visualization of MovieScene Network

Visualization on each layer of the network can show us a great insight of what the
network has learned for feature, and help us get an intuitive idea. Two kinds of
visualization can be presented, first is a direct kernel visualization of the network,
it reflect the convolutional operation that is going to apply to the input image. The
other is a result of apply the kernel to an input image, which result in something
more like features extracted from the input image.

In our case of MovieScene network, all five convolutional layers consist of two
convolutional operation with the kernel size of 3×3. Normally a visualization of the
convolutional layer represents edge extractor in different directions, but due to the
size of the kernel we use(3×3), it is hard to see any feature extraction operation, so
we only visualize the network with a input image. Also we only show the first two
layer of convolution (in our case it refers to Conv1_2 and Conv2_2) since after the
first two most of the features extracted are too complicated to visually comprehend.

Here the input image shown in Figure 5.1 is in the Lazebnik 15 dataset set with
the category label coast. The image has only the resolution of 251×201, but during
the testing we found out that the resolution of the input image does not affect the
classification result much.

In Figure 5.2, two visualization of the input image coast after convolutional
layer is shown, the Figure 5.2a shows the input after the conv1_2 layer and it is
easy to recognize some of the edge features on the original coast image, the Figure
5.2b shows the input after the conv2_2 layer and it is not so easy to recognize the
features extracted since in total 4 convolution operations are done before here. It
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category accuracy category(indoor) accuracy category(outdoor) accuracy
likely_a_face 0.6460 airport_terminal 0.9272 building_outside 0.9131
indoor 0.9456 house_inside 0.8199 street/alley 0.8877
outdoor 0.9524 hall_room 0.8313 ocean 0.7915

bar 0.7868 open_country 0.6891
basement 0.6791 garden 0.5763
store 0.7696 mountain 0.8802
dinning 0.7529 river 0.7930
bedroom 0.8356 desert 0.6863
work_room 0.8772 highway 0.7944
corridor 0.7714 parking 0.6773
living_room 0.6989 sky 0.7027
indoor average 0.7994 bridge 0.7600

forest 0.8572
coast 0.7519
outdoor average 0.7486

Table 5.6: Result for top_3 classification

category(indoor) accuracy category(outdoor) accuracy
airport_terminal 0.79 building_outside 0.97
hall_room 0.93 ocean 0.68
bar 0.54 open_country 0.45
store 0.95 street/alley 0.44
dinning 0.76 mountain 0.86
bedroom 0.70 forest 0.35
work_room 0.75 coast 0.32
corridor 0.88 highway 0.88
living_room 0.51 parking 0.45

Table 5.7: Result for corss dataset generalization

is noticed that only the first 36 output are plotted in each of the figures.

5.2.4 Analysis of Classification and Generalization Result

The overall accuracy of top_1 classification is presented in Figure A.1, with different
categories having distinctive performances. Comparing with the result the MIT
PlacesNetwork got in the paper [39], their network has an accuracy rate of 50.0%,
and the MovieScene network has a 66.7% accuracy. But the Places network has
205 detailed categories when the MovieScene dataset only has 28 categories, at the
same time their network is much larger and trained with more time and fine tuning.
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Figure 5.1: Input image of filter visualization

(a) Conv1_2 (b) Conv2_2

Figure 5.2: Visualization of first two convolutional layers with the coast input image

In the testing of top_1 classification, a problem is found and named “pair-
wise confusion”. For example in the dataset the category building_outside and
street/alley have training images resemble each other and the network tends to
favor the category building_outside, which is why in the result the accuracy for
building_outside is much higher than that of streetalley. This problem is even
more visible when cross dataset generalization test is performed since training and
testing across different datasets generally results in a drop of performance due to the
dataset bias problem. In Table 5.8 is a list of all the “pairwise confusion” categories
presented in their pairs.
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“Pairwise confusion”
ocean coast

building_outside street/alley
garden forest
bar dinning

Table 5.8: “Pairwise confusion” categories

However, this “pairwise confusion” problem is not so obvious in a top_3 clas-
sification testing since it is more often the case that the pair of categories will be
among the top 3 prediction for a single image and be presented in a top_3 result.
The result in Figure A.2 shows an accuracy increase in the category of coast, bar
and streetalley, with an overall accuracy increased from 0.6607 to 0.7825. And this
increase is vital for the building of the stronger classifier later applied to movie
segments.

At the same time, we do observe that not all of the categories experience a de-
crease when performing cross dataset generalization, category like store, hall_room
and corridor have shown a great increase in accuracy. This observation leads to
another factor about a labelled dataset, the density and diversity of a dataset. The
MIT Indoor dataset and Lazebnik 15 dataset are the source we used for cross dataset
generalization, they are not as dense and diverse as the MovieScene or Places dataset
we used for training, in other word they are not as representative to the real label.
And this is why despite the dataset bias problem, we still see some of the categories
performs exceptionally well when doing generalization.

5.3 Result of Scene Segmentation

The result of a scene segmentation is a Json file containing the start and end of each
segment, for the purpose of easy OpenCV access, the segments are identified by the
start and end frame ID of the segment. For better visualization of the result of
segmentation, we show the result in Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4, it is a close up look
into the graph of segmentation done on the TV series the Vikings season 1 episode
1. Here each block in the graph is a movie segment and the width of the block
indicates the time duration of the segment, the color in the block is the mean color
of frame and the height of the block represents the average pixel intensity change
in the segment.

Visualization is only done on this one episode, but for all the movies that is
tested later in movie classification, segmentation algorithm is applied to them and
the Json file is created to record the result.
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Figure 5.3: Segmentation result visualization

Figure 5.4: Close up on segmentation result

5.4 Result of Movie Segment Classification

For the classification on movie clips, the following movies are chosen as inputs for
their distinctive genre, pace and color of choice. Here are the name and their cor-
responding IMDB ID: Django Unchained(tt1853728), the Dark Knight(tt0468569),
Ida(tt2718492), Life of Pi(tt0454876), Two Days, One Night(tt2737050). The movie
Life of Pi is selected to run both the segmented and unsegmented classification at
the same time the rest of the movies are only run by segmented classification.

The unsegmented classification run on Life of Pi is based on a simple skipping
algorithm, we feed the network with 1 frame of the video and then skipping the
next 500 frames, each input frame is classified using top_1 method and the result is
checked by human endeavor. In the case of Life of Pi, a total number of 351 frames
are classified and the result is shown in Figure A.4 in a histogram fashion. For the
segmented classification, we choose only 100 segments to classify and calculate the
accuracy due to the time consuming process of watching the clip frame and check
the result. In both of the classification result, we calculated the α and β accuracy
according to the definition made in Section 3.5 The result is shown in Table 5.9.

Then another 150 segments taken from the rest of the move were put to test
the same way Life of Pi did, but only with the segmentation algorithm. The final
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frame number face correct wrong hard to tell α β

unsegmented 351 48 56 130 117 0.3011 0.1848
segmented 100 17 31 24 28 0.5636 0.3735

Table 5.9: Comparison of segmentation on Life of Pi

result is shown in Table 5.10

frame number face correct wrong hard to tell α β

segmented 150 27 45 29 49 0.6081 0.3659

Table 5.10: Result of MovieScene Classification

5.4.1 Running Time for Classification
The device for training and running the network is two Nvidia GTX-980 GPUs with
4GB RAM. If the network is deployed on 1 device and 1 instance at a time, the
time it takes to make a prediction is on average 1.83s (183.257s for 100 images).
Then two GPUs are put side by side for parallel computation. if each device run 3
instances at the same time, the run time is reduced to only 0.76s for each frame.

5.4.2 Analysis of MovieScene Classification Result
A first comparison is made between the α accuracy and the top_1 testing accuracy,
the accuracy decreases from 0.6607 to only 0.3011. This is expected since the
training and testing images are taken from everyday life scenario and the scene
from movie frames are artificial scene made for artistical purposes. Also the frames
extracted from a movie clip is sometimes of poor quality in the way that nothing
is in focus and the whole frame is just a huge blur. All these can contribute to
a decrease in the accuracy when apply the same network to movie clip instead of
testing images.

However, by applying a movie segmentation algorithm and five frames voting
mechanism, it is noticeable that both the α and β accuracy increased when segmen-
tation is applied to the movie before performing classification. The classification is
done after examining five frames in the same segment which filters out the result
given by the frames that is noisy or blurred. The α accuracy is a reflection of the
classifier’s ability when the input image frame is desirable, with no blurred back-
ground and a distinguishable scene category. But for movie frames, it is more often
the case that input frame is not ideal for classification with either an actor closeup
shot or a blurred background. This explains why the overall β accuracy is not as
good.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

6.1 Summary

This thesis project tries to tackle one problem, it is possible to extract scene infor-
mation from movie and how to do it.

This thesis chooses the current popular approach Convolutional Neural Network
for scene recognition and a specific movie scene dataset is constructed by incorpo-
rating the MIT Places dataset [39] and movie frames with scene labels taken from
Vionel database. Shown in table 5.3, the MovieScene dataset contains 28 categories
with at least 1000 training images for each category.

Testing of the classification of network are done on two levels, individual image
testing and video clip testing. In Figure A.1 and Figure A.2, top_1 and top_3
classification accuracy for each category is shown. The single image classification
testing result reflects the network’s ability to recognize a scene in an image, it helps
to compare the network to other networks and it is also the baseline for video clip
classification. The top_1 classification result varys hugely between categories, this
is partly because of difference in the training images in each category like the density
and diversity of the data, also partly because of the “pairwise confusion” problem.
However, the accuracy of the network increases by more than 10% if top_3 accuracy
is calculated since most of the time the top_3 prediction actually takes into account
both of the categories in the “pairwise confusion” problem. Top_3 classification is
later used in video clip classification.

To test the network’s ability of generalization, cross dataset testing is performed
on both the MIT Indoor dataset and Lazebnik 15 category dataset and the result
can be found in Figure A.3. Despite the dataset bia problem, the result of cross
dataset generalization for some category is better than the testing. The result is a
proof that the MovieScene dataset is a more dense and diverse dataset than both
the MIT Indoor dataset and Lazebnik 15 category dataset which is understandable
given the number of images of all the datasets. This conclusion is in accordance
with the finding of the paper of Zhou [39], in which they compare the Places 205
dataset with both the ImageNet and SUN dataset.
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A movie segmentation algorithm is developed to cut the movie into small seg-
ments with each segment containing only one scene in the movie. This algorithm
uses both the pixel intensity change in each frame as well as the movie subtitle
timeline to perform segmentation, and the result is shown in Figure 5.3 and Figure
5.4.

Then classification of the same movie is done on both the unsegmented movie as
well as the segmented clip. For the segmented movie classification, a strong classifier
is built with the top_3 prediction of 5 frames selected in the segment and a voting
is done for the final classification. The result in Table 5.9 clear shows that the
segmentation algorithm increases both the α and β accuracy of classification. The
α accuracy grows from 30.11% to 56.39% and the β accuracy grows from 18.48%
to 37.35%.

A final classification test is done on 4 other segmented movies that varys in
genre, publish year and cinematography style. An overall 60.81% α accuracy and
36.59% β accuracy is reached. Here, the α accuracy is more of an measurement for
the ability of the network and strong classifier, it only measures the accuracy when
the input is desirable, while the β accuracy is more of an indicator for accuracy if
we run this network random movies.

During the testing for movie clips, it is found out that a large portion of misclas-
sification happens when the input image is not optimal for classification, it could be
a blurred background or an actor taking too much space in one frame. A category
of likely_a_face is put into the dataset trying to filter out some of those frames.

It is to be noted here that due to the amount of human resource needed, the
video testing is performed on only a small number of movies and tested on a limited
number of segments, the accuracy provided in this report might not reflect the
overall performance on huge movie dataset. Also the testing is done by myself and
co-workers in the office, so human error is also a factor here.

From Vionlabs’ point of view, this thesis is a successful step towards the direction
of movie content extraction, the technique and methods used in this project can be
applied to future video feature analysis. Also the result generated in this project
can be used to put simple tags on movies that have a dominating scene type like
the movie Life of Pi is given a tag of “Ocean”. The tags generated by the classifier
can also become search queries in the future to improve Vionel’s search experience.
But more complicated algorithms like movie similarity calculation based on scene
information is not possible yet due to the accuracy of the classifier as well as the
fact that validation is not done excessively on a large scale.

To answer the question, it is possible to extract movie scene information by
classification using a CNN with a certain level of accuracy. The methods provided
in this project can be used in general analysis of a movie like providing a dominating
scene of a movie(refer to FigureA.4). This information may also be used as an input
for movie recommendation system to make better prediction of people’s taste. But
more detailed frame by frame based analysis of a movie might be unrealistic for this
network.
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6.2 Future Work
It has been proven by many studies like [39] that the performance of a CNN depends
highly on the training dataset, a good and representative dataset can be extremely
helpful. Therefore one improvement can be made by collecting a huge amount of
labelled movie scene images to build a scene dataset based only on movie frames
instead of everyday life scenario.

Seconly, A much deeper and complicated Network can be trained to get better
performance. In the leading board for performances on Places database, Places
CNDS [35] with 8 convolutional layers and Places GoogLeNet structure ranked top
2. Both of them are deeper and more complicated than the model used in this thesis,
therefore it is almost certain that a more complicated model like the GoogLeNet
will outperform the model in this thesis project. A deep neural network can take up
to weeks to train and fine tune, and in order to get a parameter set that performs
well several deep neural networks have to be trained. This is why a well established
network structure like AlexNet [15] will take longer than 6 month to implement,
not to mention the time for research, this is part of the reason why a deeper neural
network is not trained for this thesis.

Moreover, the quality of a dataset can be better measured by density and diver-
sity of the dataset, these quantitative measures for estimating dataset biases and
comparing different datasets can be of great help in future research.

Furthermore, this thesis project focus on a scene-centric approach towards the
problem, it is also possible and worth researching to try a object-centric approach in
movie scene recognition. The advantage might be that a much larger object dataset
ImageNet is already available and networks trained for that is already in place.
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Appendix A

Additional Figures

Figure A.1: Top_1 classification accuracy
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Figure A.2: top_3 classification accuracy
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Figure A.3: Cross dataset generalization accuracy
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Figure A.4: Histogram of Life of Pi classification
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